
 

Read this informative guide for more information! It's true that other consoles have their own, similarly named formats.
However, the PS2 is the first video game console that has introduced full-motion video, 3D graphics and sound to give players a
more "emotional" gaming experience. It is also believed to be the first console where online gaming was possible. The PS2
made its debut on March 4th 2000 in Japan only, before being released all over the world on October 26th 2000. Nearly 166
million units of this console were sold worldwide until it was discontinued in 2013. The PlayStation 2 is Sony's second console
for use with DVDs and CDs (the PlayStation being the first). The PS2 was the first console to use a hard drive right out of the
box. It was also backwards compatible with a good deal of PSX games. Later models emerged with a DualShock controller that
had analog buttons and shock-resistance built in, as well as a built-in port for connecting to newer televisions. In March 2000,
Sony released its second flagship gaming system - PlayStation 2 or PS2 is the second generation of the original PlayStation
model. The name was shortened from "PlayStation 2" to simply "PS2" in late 2004 after Sony released the PlayStation 3. Sony
officially announced the PlayStation 2 on March 1, 1999 - hence the code name "PSX" for the console. On September 14th,
2004, Sony announced the PlayStation 2 had entered the end of its production phase in Japan after being on sale for 6 years.
Sony then released a commemorative version of the PS2 known as the PS2 Persona Special Edition which included a hard drive
and was available in piano black color. Before its launch in 2000, over US$250 million are spent just to develop it. When it's
launched in North America, it becomes one of video game history's top-selling consoles with more than 20 million units sold
four months after its release. The PlayStation 2 released in Japan on December 3rd 2000, which became a major success for
Sony. "Weekly Famitsu" consistently rated the PS2 as the best console of all time from 2001 to 2004. In February 2001,
US$100 million worth of PS2 consoles were sold within a week. In March 2002, the console sold as many as 3 million units in a
few weeks - more than half sold in North America alone. In 2004, over 70% of the total sales of all video game consoles
worldwide was from PS2 sales worldwide that year. As of 2008, Sony has sold about 150 million units worldwide and priced at
around US$180 - US$220 each. Sony has spent a total of US$250 million for the development and marketing of PlayStation 2
and PlayStation 2 has sold at least 150 million units worldwide as of October 2008. At the time, it is the best-selling console
ever released by Sony. As there is no third-party manufacturer that can produce DVDs and CDs like Sony does, most PS2
consoles are only able to play (and not record) such media discs. This as well as many other features that can be found on earlier
models, were left out from the newer models' specs list to reduce production costs and increase profitability.
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